Colleagues are surprised because they assume OA is an issue for researchers and the large universities that employ the majority of them. I argue that OA is not just the concern of research universities. In fact, it might be even more relevant for smaller colleges than for larger schools.
Rollins is a largely undergraduate, teaching intensive school with a liberal arts curriculum. This means that, at least in one sense, we need broad not deep access to information. We are net information consumers, rather than net producers. The subscription model of collecting a relatively small number of periodical titles "just in case," doesn't make much business sense for a school like us. What we really need is "just in time" access to a broad array of information resources, none of which will be used particularly heavily.
Our OA policy is one part of a larger strategy to refocus the faculty and students on a larger world of information and not solely a local library collection. With the enthusiastic support of many faculty, we have repositioned the library as one (we hope important) node in an information network that requires ever closer cooperation and collaboration with other libraries and information providers and which includes local print and digital collections, licensed access to a lot more, and open access to even more scholarly and non-scholarly information. In this model the librarians are the faculty and students' guides and partners in a larger, richer, but more complicated information environment.
Placing OA within this multi-part strategy means that the librarians are seen as trusted partners in developing a faculty open access policy.
There are three parts to this strategy that are relevant here:
1. Working politically to create the scholarly communication system we prefer and that meets the needs of the students and faculty at liberal arts colleges.
2. Moving aggressively from print to digital periodicals.
Contributing to open access initiatives and exploiting open access resources.

Working Politically
In 2009 I led an effort amongst liberal arts college library directors to protest the Nature Publishing Group's exorbitant increase in the online subscription price for Scientific American. We also cancelled our print subscription. This was not universally popular on campus because some faculty used articles from the magazine to initiate class discussion, but it was an opportunity to explain why we thought we had to hold the line on periodical 
Aggressively Moving from Print to Digital Periodicals.
Obviously, most, if not all, academic libraries are migrating from print to digital periodicals. At Rollins we are doing so for common reasons that include user preference, space, and the ability to link articles to wider information systems thus making them more accessible to our users. But, in response to flat collections budgets over the last few years, we also did a major print periodical cancellation project in 2008-09. We focused on print subscriptions because low use and increases in subscription prices have become unsustainable. Working closely with faculty on this project increased their awareness of just how expensive the annual subscriptions to scholarly periodicals have become. The project was about cuts, but we described it as a necessary pruning. We made sure that faculty understood that if and when budgets improved, we would consider adding subscriptions to digital content. In the meantime we continued to make them aware of OA journals and repositories and made sure to incorporate these open resources, through the Serials Solutions knowledgebase and the work of our liaison librarians, into our systems and services.
Exploiting Open Access Resources and Contributing to Open Access Initiatives
If we encourage our faculty and students to use OA resources as information consumers, shouldn't we also contribute to those resources as information producers? This question is particularly important to those of us who work in liberal arts colleges. The liberal arts originally meant the education appropriate for free men (from the Latin liber, free).
Liberal arts colleges in the United States have built on this foundation a program of study designed to educate informed citizens and full participants in a democratic society.
Rollins' mission is to educate students as global citizens and responsible leaders, and we have a national reputation for community engagement. It is unthinkable that Rollins faculty, and by extension their students, would take advantage of open access to materials produced at the expense of others without also promoting open access to scholarly information that they create.
Rollins Open Access Policy
Before we began working on the policy we were given good advice by those who had traveled this road before us. So I pass this on to you: 
